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“hard assets”



What are NFTs about? 

Why is it so hype?

Trendy : Famous 
Related ‘entities’

CRYPTO ART



NFT

a non-fungible token 
(NFT) is a unit of 
data stored on a 
digital ledger, called 
a blockchain, that 
certifies a digital 
asset to be unique 
and therefore not 
interchangeable. 
NFTs can be used to 
represent items such 
as photos, videos, 
audio, and other 
types of digital files

Crypto Art

is a category of art 
related to blockchain 
technology.

Emerging as a niche 
genre of artistic 
work following the 
development of 
blockchain networks 
in the mid to late 
2010s, it quickly 
grew in popularity in 
large part because of 
the unprecedented 
ability afforded by the 
underlying technology for 
purely digital artworks 
to be bought, sold, or 
collected by anyone in a 
decentralized manner.

ERC 721

the standard for NFT 
smart contracts  (ERC 20 
is for fungible assets)

Eto be bought, sold, or 
collected by anyone in a 
decentralized manner.







Trendy : Famous

* Courtesy of Kenny Schachter



Sports



Wilson 
Chandler

signed a virtual shoe deal 
with CryptoKickers



the NBA digital 
collectibles 

marketplace



Music



ARCA
The artist’s been 

discussing the pros 
and cons of digital 

art and the NFT hype 
with fans on Discord.

‘Rorschach;KiCk’





Juicy Drops was born in collaboration between 
Doja Cat and CEO Shannon Schlappi of Intellectible 

Holdings, a ticketing and collectibles platform enabling 
musicians to take advantage of blockchain technology. 

“I’m helping to launch my NFT company so that I 
can actually own and control my art,” Doja Cat says. 

“I want to be able to make all decisions related to 
creative vision and help other artists do the same. My 
ownership also allows me to direct how we can give 

back to causes that I truly believe in.”

DOJA CAT 



Producer RAC Launches 6, A New 
Creative Agency To Guide Artists In 

Booming NFT Market



Jesse Grushack, 
 Ujo Music is an Ethereum based, ConsenSys 
backed music software services company for 

the modern economic landscape of music.



Meme





Art

‘COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT’
CJ HENDRY



Nicole Ruggiero



“Natively Digital: A Curated NFT 
Sale”

Sotheby’s second curated 
auction  of NFTs





Fashion







Related ‘Entities’



Jay-z, Troy Carter and Andreessen 
Horowitz join $19m funding round for 

nft marketplace Bitski



SuperRare is a marketplace to collect and trade 
unique, single-edition digital artworks. Each 

artwork is authentically created by an artist in the 
network, and tokenized as a crypto-collectible 

digital item that you can own and trade. You can 
think of SuperRare like Instagram meets Christies.



a marketplace that gives creators and influencers a digital 
storefront, is like a cross between Depop and your favorite 

luxury store. It blends new and pre-owned seamlessly, 
the same way a mix of high and low has dominated the 

fashion retail landscape since the early 2010s



Ethernity Chain is a blockchain-based platform that 
produces Authenticated non-fungible tokens (ANFTs). 

Founded by crypto veteran Nick Rose, the Ethernity 
Chain project is committed to innovation in digital art and 

NFTs. Also, Ethernity Chain is designed to help accurately 
determine the value of digital collectibles



$FWB (friends with benefits) 
social token community, founder 

Trevor McFedries

Also co-founder and CEO of 
the LA-based startup Brud, 

whose star talent is the “virtual 
influencer” Lil Miquela



Async Art is helping to create a new art revolution built on the Ethereum 
blockchain. Our users create, collect, and trade programmable art comprising 

a Master work and Layers that are independently owned and controlled: our 
users become part of the art themselves.

------------------------
This is music with the ability to change its composition. It may sound different 

each time you come back to listen. This is achieved by breaking down a song 
into separate layers called Stems.



Art Blocks is a generative art platform that allows collectors to mint 
tokens without knowing what they will get ahead of time. The artist writes 

a code that is plugged into the platform, which will generate different 
combinations of the variables at random.



Opportunities 

Music 

In 2020 the pandemic 
hit the music industry, by 
eliminating live events. 
In the digital world, 
artists need to find news 
ways to create revenue 
streams and NFTs are 
one of them. Artists’ ownership 

empowerment through 
capitalizing on their art 
through NFTs. 

Change the idea of 
material ownership/
consumption.  

Limits

Intellectual property 
rights. 

Negative environmental 
impact 

Pyramid schemes



Watchings/ Listenings/ Readings

NFTs Are Fueling a Boom in Digital Art. Here’s 
How They Work - WSJ

Artnet News
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